
                            ENGLISH GRAMMAR  

                             Lesson -9                           

The Adjective.  

EXERCISES:  

A. Fill in the blanks with the right words from those given in the box. 1. The girl is             small 

2. The boy is             tall.  

3. The man  is           old.  

4. The knife is           sharp.  

5. The mango is        ripe.  

6. The wall is             high.  

7. The house is         beautiful.  

8. The ice cream is   cold.  

9. The child is            hungry.  

10. The tea is             hot.  

B. Look at the following pictures. Tick (✓) correct adjective given in the brackets.  

1. The grapes were ( sour✓/salty).  

2. The tiger is a (wild✓/domestic) animal.  

3. I drink a cup of (hot✓/sour)tea.  

4. The child is very ( happy✓/tired).  

5. Always drink (clean✓/ dirty) water.  

6. Can you lift this ( heavy ✓/ fat) box?  

7. The elephant is a ( big✓/ small) animal.  

8. The ant is a ( tiny✓/ large) creature.  

9. Anita has ( curly✓/ long) hair.  

10. She cut vegetables with a (sharp✓/ blunt) knife.  

  

C. Look at the pictures and write a suitable adjective for each of the given nouns shown in 

the picture.  

1. Small    shop                    White          dog.  

2. New      car                      Big                street.  

3. Tall        lady                    Colourful     balloons.  

4. Happy   girl                      Poor             beggar.  

  

D. See the picture  carefully and write the names of these things under the correct shapes.  

             

                ROUND.                           SQUARE 1. 

Clock.                             1. Carrom board.  



2. Ball.                                2. Table.  

3. Globe.                            3. Ludo board.  

      

             Lesson- 10           

A, An,The  

EXERCISES.  

A. Fill in the blanks with a or an.  

1. There is  a   bag on the table.  

2. We saw an ostrich  in the jungle.  

3. I have a  book.  

4. She is an intelligent girl.  

5. He is an honest man.  

B. Look at the pictures and the words. Then fill in the blanks with “a “ “an “or “the”.   

         A stick                      An orange                The Taj Mahal           An arrow  

  

         An apple                  The moon                   A monkey                 An eagle  

  

         A pigeon                  A dolphin                  An ant                        A snake  

  

         A crocodile              An artist                    A magician                An actor  


